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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let G be a finite group and T G the sum of degrees of irreducible
< <characters of G. If G is non-Abelian, then a prime divisor p of G , where
< <X denotes the number of elements of a finite set X, is called essential if
 .a Sylow p-subgroup of G is not contained in the center Z G of G.
w xNekrasov and Berkovich 11, 2 classified non-Abelian groups G under the
 . < <condition that pT G ) G , where p is the least essential prime divisor of
< <G . However, we are only interested in the case where p s 2, and hence
we assume that p s 2. Now their classification is as follows:
 .1 G contains an Abelian subgroup of index 2.
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Otherwise,
 .2 the commutator subgroup G9 of G has order 2, or
 . < < < <3 G s H) K, where ) denotes the central product, H9 s K 9 s
< <  .  . < <  .  . < <2, G9 s 4, and T H s 3r4 H and T K s 3r4 K , or
 .  .4 the order of G9 is at least 8; GrZ G is elementary Abelian of
order 8; and the degrees of irreducible characters of G are equal to 1 or 2.
w xFurthermore, Nekrasov 12, 13, 2 classified non-Abelian groups G
 . < <under the condition that 2T G s G . Certainly we may assume that
 .² G has no Abelian direct factor.
Now his classification is as follows:
 . w  .x < <5 G is nonnilpotent, G s H) K, H : Z H s 4, K 9 s 2, and K
contains an Abelian subgroup of index 2.
 .  .  .6 G s HZ G , where HrZ H is isomorphic to the alternating
group of degree 4.
 .The rest are 2-groups by ² .
 .   . w x w x7 G is presented by G s r, s, t, u, ¨ , Z G N r, s s w, r, t s
w x w x w x w x w x w x w x w xr, u s r, ¨ s s, t s s, u s s, ¨ s t, u s 1, t, ¨ s w, and u, ¨ s
: w x y1 y1x , where x, y s xyx y , together with the fact that G9 is elementary
 .Abelian of order 4 and it is contained in Z G .
 .   . w x w x8 G is presented by G s r, s, t, u, Z G N r, s s ¨ , r, t s
w x w x w x w x :r, u s s, t s 1, s, u s w, and t, u s ¨ , together with the fact that
 .G9 is elementary Abelian of order 4 and it is contained in Z G .
 .   . w x w x9 G is presented by G s r, s, Z G N r, s s t, r, t s u, and
w x w x w x :r, u s s, t s s, u s 1 , together with the fact that G9 is elementary
Abelian of order 4.
 .   . w x w x 210 G is presented by G s r, s, t, Z G N r, s s u, r, t s u , and
w x :s, t s 1 , together with the fact that G9 is cyclic of order 4 and it is
 .contained in Z G .
 .   .:  : w x 2 w x w x11 G s r, s, Z G ) t, u and r, s s ¨ , t, u s ¨ , ¨ , t s 1,
w x 2and ¨ , u s ¨ , together with the fact that G9 is cyclic of order 4 and it is
 .not contained in Z G .
 .   . w x w x w x12 G is presented by G s r, s, t, Z G N r, s s u, r, t s s, u
2 w x w x :s u , and r, u s s, t s 1 , together with the fact that G9 is cyclic of
order 4.
 .   . w x w x13 G is presented by G s r, s, t, u, Z G N r, s s ¨ , r, t s w,
w x w x w x w x :r, u s s, t s s, u s 1, and t, u s x , together with the fact that G9 is
 .elementary Abelian of order 8 and it is contained in Z G .
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 .   . w x w x14 G is presented by G s r, s, t, Z G N r, s s ¨ , r, t s u,
w x w x w x w x w x w x 2 w x :r, u s r, ¨ s s, t s s, u s s, ¨ s 1, t, u s u , and t, ¨ s 1 , to-
 :  :gether with the fact that G9 is a direct product of u of order 4 and ¨
 .of order 2 and its intersection with Z G is elementary Abelian of order 4.
Now a finite group G of order 8n with a central involution e* is called
 :an Hadamard group if G contains a transversal D with respect to e*
< <  :such that D l Dr s 2n for every element r of G outside e* . Such a
transversal is called an Hadamard subset. We include a cyclic group of
order 4 in the family of Hadamard groups. If r 2 s e*, then we have that
< <  :D l Dr s 2n for every transversal D of G with respect to e* because
< < < < w x  .of D l Dr s Dr l De* 6 . Let A e* be the set of elements r of G
2  . <  . <  .such that r s e* and a e* s A e* . Then if a e* is large enough
< <compared with G we may expect G to be Hadamard. In the present paper
 .we assume that a e* G 4n and we investigate Hadamard property of G.
w x  .Now the formula of Frobenius and Schur 4, p. 22 implies that T G G
 .a e* . Thus we may utilize the results of Nekrasov and Berkovich. We
divide our groups into three classes: Class I consists of groups such that
 .  .a e* ) 4n, class II consists of groups G such that a e* s 4n and G
contains a nonreal element, and class III consists of groups G such that
 .a e* s 4n and all elements of G are real. We notice that for groups of
 . < <classes I and II we have that 2T G ) G .
 .In Section 2 we treat the most important case, namely, case 1 simplify-
ing groups of Nekrasov and Berkovich with our specific assumptions. In
 .our specific situation the assumption ² is replaced by the assumption
 .²² G has no direct factor which is an elementary Abelian 2-group.
 .  .In Section 3 we eliminate nonnilpotent cases of 5 and 6 . In Section 4
we simplify 2-groups of Nekrasov and Berkovich. We realize our simplifi-
cation might be incompatible and so destroy groups. In Section 5 we
examine the Hadamard property of groups thus obtained. Then one of our
 .main results is that every 2-group G of order 8n with a e* at least 4n is
Hadamard.
 .2. GROUPS OF CASE 1
First of all, we notice that if our group G is Abelian, then G is a direct
product of a cyclic group of order 4 with an elementary Abelian 2-group
 .and vice versa. Hence a e* s 4n, and every element of G of order 4 is
not real. Thus G belongs to class II.
Now let H be an Abelian subgroup of G of index 2. Obviously there
 .  :exists an element r of A e* outside H. Hence we have that G s H r .
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Now rsrs s e* if and only if ry1sr s sy1. Then the set K of elements s of
 .H inverted by r forms a subgroup of H. We have that A e* s Kr q
  . .  .A e* l H . If K s H and it contains an element of A e* , then G
 .belongs to class I. If K s H and it contains no element of A e* , then
 :  :  :e* is a direct factor of H. Put H s L = e* . Then G s L r , and
 .every element of A e* is nonreal. G belongs to class II. If K is a proper
<  . <subgroup of H, then A e* l H s 2n. Hence H is a direct product of a
cyclic group of order 4 with an elementary Abelian 2-group. Moreover,
every element of H _ K of order 4 is nonreal. So G belongs to class II. We
summarize these facts in the following proposition.
 .  .PROPOSITION 1. Let G be a group of case 1 with a e* at least 4n, and
let H be an Abelian subgroup of G of index 2.
 .  .1 If G belongs to class I, then there exists an element r of A e*
outside H which in¨erts e¨ery element of H.
 .2 If G belongs to class II, then either
 .there exists an element r of A e* outside H which in¨erts e¨ery element
 :of H, and H is a direct product of e* with a normal subgroup L of G such
 :that G s L r , or
H is a direct product of cyclic group of order 4 with an elementary
 .Abelian 2-group and there exists an element r of A e* outside H for which the
set K of elements of H in¨erted by r forms a subgroup of index 2.
 .  .3. ELIMINATION OF CASES 5 AND 6
 .  .LEMMA 1. Z G is either an elementary Abelian 2-group or a e* s 4n
 .and Z G is a direct product of a cyclic group of order 4 with an elementary
Abelian 2-group.
 .Proof. Let r be an element of Z G of order greater than 2. Then for
 .an element s of A e* we have that rsrs is not equal to e*. This is a
 .  .  .contradiction if a e* ) 4n. Otherwise, we have that G s A e* q A e* r.
 .  .  :Hence r belongs to A e* and Z G is a direct product of r with an
elementary Abelian 2-group.
 .Now let G be a group of case 5 . Since G is a central product of H and
 .  .K, Z H is central in G and hence, by Lemma 1, Z H is an Abelian
2-group. Therefore H is a normal 2-group of G. Let L be an Abelian
Sylow 2-complement of K. Then since LK 9 is normal in K, L is normal in
K and hence in G. Since a Sylow 2-subgroup of K is normal in K and
hence in G, G is nilpotent, which is against the assumption.
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 .  .Now let G be a group of case 6 . Then A e* is contained in a normal
subgroup of G of index 3, which is impossible.
 .  .  .  .4. SIMPLIFICATION OF CASES 2 ] 4 AND 7 ] 14
LEMMA 2. If e* belongs to G9, then GrG9 is elementary Abelian, and
hence G9 coincides with the Frattini subgroup of G.
  .:Proof. This is obvious, because G s A e* .
 .  .By ²² and Lemma 1 we may assume that Z G is contained in G9 if
 .  .Z G is an elementary Abelian 2-group, or Z G contains an element of
 .  .order 4 and Z G l G9 is elementary Abelian and has index 2 in Z G .
 .Let G be a group of case 2 and H an Abelian Sylow 2-complement of
G. Then since HG9 is normal in G, H is normal in G. Since a Sylow
2-subgroup of G is also normal in G, G is nilpotent, which implies that
 .H s 1, namely, G is a 2-group. If Z G is elementary Abelian, we may
 .assume that G9 s Z G and hence that G is an extra-special 2-group.
 .Otherwise Z G is cyclic of order 4 and G contains an extra-special
2-subgroup of index 2.
 .Let G be a group of case 3 . Then H and K are isomorphic to direct
products of a quaternion group Q with elementary Abelian 2-groups E
 .and F, respectively. By ²² we may assume that E s F s 1. Thus G is a
direct product of two quaternion groups. Moreover, e* equals the product
 .of involutions of two quaternion groups. Since a e* s 36, G belongs to
class I.
 .  .Let G be a group of case 4 . Then we may assume that G9 s Z G is
elementary Abelian of order 8. So G has order 64. Let r, s, and t be
w x w x w xgenerators of G. Then u s r, s , ¨ s r, t , and w s s, t are generators
of G9.
We have to search for e*. To do so we express r 2, s2, and t 2 as products
of u, ¨ , and w. There are 83 s 512 cases. Then we may express all
elements of G _ G9 as products of u, ¨ , and w, and we notice that these
 .expressions are constants modulo Z G . Now we may count the multiplic-
ity of elements of G9. We are interested in cases where some nonidentity
element of G9 has multiplicity larger than 4n for groups of class I and
equal to 4n for groups of class II, and we are looking at the set S of such
nonidentity elements of G9. Every element of S can be taken as e*.
 4In this case S s G9 _ 1 . Hereafter for each case we give only one
presentation, though there may exist more than one presentation: e* s w,
r 2 s s2 s t 2 s w; e* s ¨ , r 2 s s2 s t 2 s ¨ ; e* s ¨w, r 2 s ¨ , s2 s uw,
t 2 s ¨w; e* s u, r 2 s s2 s t 2 s u; e* s uw, r 2 s ¨ , s2 s t 2 s uw; e* s
u¨ , r 2 s t 2 s u¨ , s2 s u; e* s u¨w, r 2 s u, s2 s t 2 s u¨w. In all cases we
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 .have that a e* s 32. r, s, s, t, t, t, and t are, respectively, nonreal in the
above presentations. So G belongs to class II.
 .  .  .  .Since T G s 4n for cases 7 ] 14 we have that a e* s 4n and that
 .  .our groups G of cases 7 ] 14 have only real elements. Hence G belongs
to class III. Further GrG9 is elementary Abelian and so e* belongs to G9.
 .By Lemmas 1 and 2, Z G is contained in G9.
 .  .Now let G be a group of case 7 . Then G has order 128 and G9 s Z G
is elementary Abelian of order 4. Once again we have to search for e*. We
express r 2, s2, t 2, u2, and ¨ 2 as products of w and x. There are 45 s 1024
 4 2 2cases. We have that S s G9 _ 1 . We may put e* s w, r s s s 1,
t 2 s ¨ 2 s w, u2 s x; e* s x, r 2 s s2 s 1, t 2 s w, u2 s ¨ 2 s x; e* s wx,
r 2 s s2 s 1, t 2 s w, u2 s x, ¨ 2 s wx. An element of conjugacy size 4 is
apparently real. On the other hand, rs and u are obviously real.
 .  .Now let G be a group of case 8 . Then G has order 64 and G9 s Z G
is elementary Abelian of order 4. We express r 2, s2, t 2, and u2 as products
4  4of ¨ and w. There are 4 s 256 cases. We have that S s G9 _ 1 . We may
put e* s ¨ , r 2 s 1, s2 s t 2 s u2 s ¨ ; e* s w, r 2 s 1, s2 s ¨ , t 2 s u2 s w;
e* s ¨w, r 2 s 1, s2 s ¨ , t 2 s u2 s ¨w. Elements involving u or st have
conjugacy size 4. But t is conjugate only to t¨ . Thus only the presentation
where e* s ¨ survives.
 .Let G be a group of case 9 . Then G has order 16 and e* s u. Two of
2 2  .2 2 2r , s , and rs have to be equal to u. Then either r s s s u or
2  .2s s rs s u. But then either rs or s is not real. Thus we have no group
in this case.
 .  .Let G be a group of case 10 . Obviously an element of Z G of order 4
is not real. Thus we have no group in this case.
 . 2Let G be a group of case 11 . Then G has order 64 and e* s ¨ . We
may put r 2 s s2 s 1, t 2 s ¨ , and u2 s ¨ 2. It is easy to check that we have
only real elements.
 . 2Let G be a group of case 12 . Then G has order 32 and e* s u . We
may put r 2 s s2 s u2 and t 2 s 1. Since elements of order 8 have conju-
gacy size 4, it is easy to check that we have only real elements.
 .  .Let G be a group of case 13 . Then G has order 128 and G9 s Z G is
elementary Abelian of order 8. We express r 2, s2, t 2, and u2 as products of
4  4¨ , w, and x. There are 8 s 4096 cases. We have that S s G9 _ 1 . We
may put e* s ¨ , r 2 s s2 s ¨ , t 2 s w, u2 s 1; e* s w, r 2 s t 2 s w, s2 s ¨ ,
u2 s x; e* s x, r 2 s w, s2 s 1, t 2 s u2 s x; e* s ¨w, r 2 s ¨w, s2 s ¨ ,
t 2 s w, u2 s x; e* s ¨x, r 2 s s2 s ¨ , t 2 s wx, u2 s x; e* s wx, r 2 s w,
s2 s ¨ , t 2 s wx, u2 s x; e* s ¨wx, r 2 s ¨w, s2 s ¨ , t 2 s wx, u2 s x. It is
easy to check that we have only real elements.
 .  .Let G be a group of case 14 . Then G has order 64 and G9 l Z G is
w 2 x w xrw x 2 2elementary Abelian of order 4. Since r , t s r, t r, t s u , r is not
2 2  . 2central in G. Similarly we have that s and t belong to Z G . Since r
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2  . belongs to G9, ur belongs to Z G . Now T s 1, t, s, ts, r, rt, rs,
2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4  .rst, r , r t, r s, r st, r , r t, r st is a transversal of G with respect to Z G .
First we express ur 2, s2, and t 2 as products of u2 and ¨ . Then the squares
of elements of T not containing odd powers of r can be expressed as
products of u2 and ¨ , while elements of T containing odd powers of r can
be expressed as product of u and products of u2 and ¨ . We have that
 24 2 2 2 2 2S s u . We may put e* s u , r s u, s s 1, t s u . Then it is easy to
check that we have only real elements.
5. HADAMARD PROPERTY OF GROUPS
OF CLASSES I, II, AND III
w xLEMMA 3 3, 9 . Assume that a group G contains an Hadamard subgroup
H of index 2 whose central in¨olution e* is a square. If either G contains an
element r outside H such that r 2 s e* or G contains a central in¨olution r
outside H, then G is also Hadamard with respect to e*.
Proof. Let E be an Hadamard subset of H and s an element of H
such that s2 s e*. Then we may put D s Ee* q Er in the former case and
D s Es q Er in the latter case.
PROPOSITION 2. If a group G in Proposition 1 is a 2-group, then G is
Hadamard.
Proof. First let us consider the case where r inverts H. Since G is a
 :2-group, G has a composition series through r . Then applying Lemma 3
with elements of the form sr, where s is an element of H, successively,
we see that G is Hadamard. Next a cyclic group of order 4 is Hadamard.
Then by Lemma 3, H is Hadamard, and hence by Lemma 3 again G is
Hadamard.
 .  .  .Now we consider groups of cases 2 , 3 , and 4 . Let G be a group of
 . w xcase 2 . If G is extra-special, G is already known to be Hadamard 8 . If G
is a central product of m quaternion groups, then G belongs to class I if
and only if m is odd. If G is a central product of m y 1 quaternion groups
and one dihedral group of order 8, then G belongs to class I if and only if
m is even. There is no G belonging to classes II and III. If G contains an
extra-special subgroup of index 2, then G belongs to class II. Let G be a
 .group of case 3 . Using Lemma 3, G is obviously Hadamard. Let G be
 .a group of case 4 . As we have already noticed G belongs to class II. By
Lemma 3, G is easily shown as Hadamard.
 .  .  .  .Finally we consider groups of cases 7 , 8 , and 11 ] 14 . Let G be a
group of these cases. Start with a cyclic subgroup of order 4 whose
 .generator belongs to A e* . Using Lemma 3 extend it by the subgroup of
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central involutions. Then consider a composition series through the exten-
 .sion. Then since a e* s 4n, using Lemma 3 we see that G is Hadamard.
Summarizing we get the following proposition.
 .PROPOSITION 3. Any 2-group G of order 8n with a e* at least 4n is
Hadamard.
6. CONCLUDING REMARK
It will be extremely interesting to investigate the Hadamard property of
non-2-groups in Proposition 1. So far we have found no example of
non-Hadamard groups among groups of class I. Class I contains a series
 .  .  .of groups G n called groups of type Q. G n is presented by G n s
 2 n 2 y1 y1:r, s N r s s s e*, s rs s r . For this series of groups see the works
w x w x w xof Baliga and Horadam 1 , Flannery 5 , and Ito 10 .
On the other hand, there exists a non-Hadamard group among groups of
 .class II. Namely, class II contains a series of groups X n presented by
 .  2 n 4 y1 y1:X n s r, s N r s s s 1, s rs s r .
 .PROPOSITION 4. If X n is Hadamard, then n is a sum of two squares.
 .  .Proof. Consider a linear character L of X n defined by L r s 1 and
 .  .L s s i, where i is the imaginary unit. Assume that X n is Hadamard
 .  .and D an Hadamard subset of X n . Then we have that L D s a q bi,
 .  y1 .  .where a and b are integers. Since L e* s y1, we have that L D L D
2 2  w x.s 4n s a q b see 7 .
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